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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Hinnøya is the largest costal island in Norway and is covered by eight different municipalities, including
Harstad municipality. The latter includes parts of Hinnøya and smaller islands situated at the outskirts of the
Harstad city like Grytøya, Bjarkøya and Sandsøya. These islands, together with the Hinnøya island, constitute
within GIFT “the Hinnøya island cluster”, also called the Norwegian lighthouse.
The Hinnøya island cluster prosumers are defined as parties connected to the grid that offer supply and/or
demand electric flexibilities. These can be supplied through the different solutions developed by the project’s
providers INEA, ETREL, TRIALOG, ELESTOR and HAFENSTROM. The GIFT solutions include energy
management systems (EMS) for businesses, EV chargers, an e-ferry and a HBr energy storage battery.
Prosumers become market players of electric flexibility trading by supplying and/or buying it via the GIFT
trading platform (Virtual Power System or VPS). The prosumer flexibility matches the requirements of the
GIFT grid observability tools which are developed by the other project partners.
To be noted that in the Norwegian lighthouse, prosumers will not produce electricity via local production,
compared with the second GIFT lighthouse in Procida, Italy. This is mainly because the demand of PV panels
in the North of Norway is low due to the lack of light during the winter season. That does not mean however,
that the identified prosumers in the Norwegian lighthouse will not produce energy locally at a later stage,
during or after the end of GIFT.
This document describes the engagement and acquisition process of the different prosumers identified on
the Hinnøya island cluster, as well as the technical profile of these, including their electric flexibility potential.
This analysis will support the deployment of the GIFT solutions on the demonstration site. Deployment of
these solutions in Norway are expected during 2021, except for the HBr battery which is expected to
encounter some delays.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
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Definition
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Charging Point Management System

CPO

Charging Point Operator
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Distribution System Operator
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E-ferry

Electric ferry

EMS

Energy Management System

EMSP

E-mobility Service Provider

ESB

Enterprise Service Bus
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Electric Vehicle
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Geographical Islands FlexibiliTy
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Geographic Information System Mapping
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Harstad Municipality
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Innovation and Networks Executive Agency
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Local Energy Community
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Layers Of Protection Analysis

NTNU

Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Universitet

PV

Photovoltaics

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

UC

Use Case

VPS

Virtual Power System
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT
The goal of this deliverable is to describe the engagement and acquisition strategy of the prosumers on the
Hinnøya island cluster as well as present the technical profile of these. This analysis will support the
deployment of the GIFT solutions on the demonstration site.
1.2. ABOUT GIFT
GIFT is a project funded by the European Commission, that was launched in January 2019. It aims to
decarbonize the energy mix of European islands. Therefore, GIFT is willing to develop innovative systems to
allow islands to integrate large share of renewable energies while not adding stress to the grid, through the
development of multiple innovative solutions, that will be combined into a complex system. These solutions
include a virtual power system, better prediction of supply and demand and visualization of those data
through a GIS platform, and innovative storage systems allowing synergy between electrical, heating and
transportation networks. It will moreover help to implicate the consumers in the energy transition, through
various, energy management systems for harbours, factories, businesses and mobility that are being
developed within the project.
In order to be representative and relevant when proposing solutions at the EU level, GIFT has selected several
islands and demonstration sites having their own issues and specificities. The GIFT partners will therefore
develop and demonstrate the solutions in two lighthouse islands, Hinnøya island cluster in Norway, and
Procida, a small island in Italy, and study the replicability of the solution at least in the Greek island of Evia
and the Italian island of Favignana.
1.3. ABOUT THE NORWEGIAN LIGHTHOUSE: THE HINNØYA ISLAND CLUSTER
Hinnøya is the largest coastal island in Norway and is covered by other 8 municipalities, including Harstad
Municipality. The Municipality of Harstad does not only contain parts of the main island of Hinnøya, but also
other smaller islands which are situated at the outskirts of the Harstad city such as: Grytøya, Bjarkøya,
Sandsøya, Helløya, Flatøya and Krøttøya and many even smaller islands (as shown in Error! Reference source
not found.). The locals have traditionally considered Hinnøya as part of the mainland. Furthermore, HLK, the
DSO, has a concession that does not cover all of Hinnøya, but it does cover all the small islands that belong
to the Municipality of Harstad.
At the end of the first analysis in D2.1 “Use cases analysis in M12” [2], (which were focused on the Hinnøya
island only), the project team identified three main use cases: UC1 congestion avoidance, UC2 Fish farms,
UC3 smart Harstad LEC. However, the team realized that 1) the congestion happens to the connection
between Hinnøya and Grytøya; Grytøya and other surrounding small islands; 2) The fish farms are
surrounding the Hinnøya-Grytøya-Sandsøya-Bjarkøya area; 3) EV charging demand in Hinnøya-GrytøyaSandsøya-Bjarkøya might be interesting to evaluate. To maximize the project impacts and fix the real
problem of the grid, the team expanded the Hinnøya island to the “Hinnøya islands cluster”, by adding three
of the islands that are part of Harstad Municipality and are situated very close to Hinnøya: Grytøya, Bjarkøya
and Sandsøya. The Norwegian demonstration site, is now called the Hinnøya island cluster and it includes
the islands of Hinnøya, Grytøya, Bjarkøya and Sandsøya.
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Figure 1: Map of Harstad municipality

The map clearly shows in red how Harstad Municipality is covering a part of the Hinnøya island but also the
Grytøya, Bjarkøya and Sandsøya islands.
The Hinnøya island cluster is an improved demonstration site (compared to what has been described in D2.1
in 2019), as it better shows the impact of GIFT and it better fulfils its 5 main specific objectives (SOs):
1. Allow a high level of local renewable energy sources penetration (SO1)
Around 93% of electricity production in Norway is hydropower [2]. Electrification of transport and important
business sector will be key in reaching the Specific Objective 1 on the Hinnøya island cluster site. Most of the
fish farms, one of the most important industries in Hinnøya, located Hinnøya-Grytøya-Sandsøya-Bjarkøya
area, are not connected to the DSO's grid and currently function with diesel aggregates. The ferry connecting
Hinnøya with other islands is also powered by fossil fuel. Adding them to the project ensures their connection
to the grid and the increased access to renewable energy source.
2. Provide visibility to the energy grid to better manage its flexibility and plan its evolution (SO2)
The three small islands that were added to the demonstration site (Grytøya, Bjarkøya and Sandsøya) are
connected to Hinnøya through submarine cables and experience real voltage issues during peak hours,
especially during tourist season, weekends and bad weather. The current economic development in this
region will strengthen the increase in electricity demand. Furthermore, voltage issues in these three islands
might be delaying the fish farms or ferry connection to grid for decarbonisation.
3. Develop synergies between the electricity, heating, cooling, water and, transport networks (SO3)
This objective is achieved in Hinnøya island cluster by synergies between transport networks (e.g., EV
chargers will be installed in Grytøya and will be used by residents in Hinnøya, Grytøya, Bjarkøya and
Sandsøya) and the electricity and heating control systems of the two schools and kindergarten in Lundenes
(Grytøya). Another synergy will be created on the Hinnøya island between the e-ferry cluster situated on
Hinnøya side and the heating/cooling networks of industrial prosumers in Hinnøya (e.g., in industrial areas in
Harstad city).
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4. Reduce the use of hydrocarbon-based energies (SO4)
The e-ferry solution is to be deployed between the island of Hinnøya and the island of Grytøya. The crossing
is 3,7 km and is the only ferry route in the area that is applicable for electrification. Connecting the ports of
Stornes at Hinnøya with the port of Bjørnerå on Grytøya, includes Grytøya as part of the demonstration site
(and indirectly its two smaller adjacent islands of Sandsøya and Bjarkøya). As mentioned before, the aim is
also to support some fish farms in giving up their diesel emissions.
5. Ensure the sustainability of the solutions and their replicability in other islands (SO5)
The extended demonstration site that now involves a cluster of islands can maximise the impact of GIFT for
follower islands. The topology illustrates how the solutions can be deployed and how issues are solved on
islands of different sizes, as well as how these systems may interact. As previously mentioned, being so large,
the Hinnøya island actually acts like a “mainland” for the smaller islands Grytøya, Sandsøya and Bjarkøya.

2. PROSUMER ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY AND PLAN
This chapter aims to describe how the GIFT Norwegian lighthouse defines prosumers and the different types
of prosumers identified in the Hinnøya island cluster.
2.1. PROSUMER DEFINITION
In general, a “prosumer” is an agent who consumes some of the goods and services that they themselves
produce. Traditionally, in the energy sector, energy users become prosumers when they use local production
capacity such as solar panels or wind turbines, individually or collectively, to produce energy for their own
use or for sale in the energy market through the local grid. [5] Due to the processes of digitalization, the
introduction of the Internet of Things, and big data analytics, combined with globally falling prices of
microgeneration technologies such as solar PV and batteries, energy users now can become prosumers also
when they supply electric flexibility. In particular, the electric flexibility is either short term (e.g.,
arrangements for the disconnection of consumption when needed or the utilization of batteries), or longterm such as shifting demand of energy to off-peak hours.
In GIFT, prosumers are parties connected to the grid that offer supply and/or demand electric flexibilities
through the different solutions developed by the project’s providers such as: Energy Management Systems,
Electric vehicles chargers, E-ferry and energy storage batteries. They become market players of flexibility
trading by supplying and/or buying the electric flexibility. As such, the Norwegian demonstration site
identifies the following prosumers types:
1) Prosumers that only supply electric flexibility
2) Prosumers that only purchase electric flexibility
3) Prosumers that both supplies and purchases electric flexibility
To be noted that in the Norwegian lighthouse, prosumers will not produce electricity via local production
since no solar panels will be installed, compared with the Italian lighthouse. This is mainly because the
demand of PV panels in the North of Norway is very small due to the lack of light during the winter season.
The GIFT prosumers in the Hinnøya island cluster are summarised in the table below.
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GIFT solutions

Energy
System

Identified prosumers

Flexibility source

Supply flexibility service

Fish farms

Demand for fish feeding

Shift of demand at peak hours

Prosumer
type
Type 3

Farms

Demand for farm operation

Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3

Demand for operation
Demand for operation

Shift of demand at peak hours
Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3
Type 3

Grocery stores

Demand for operation

Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3

Wholesale company

Demand for operation

Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3

School

Demand for operation

Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3

Kindergarten

Demand for operation

Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3

Shift of demand at peak hours

Type 3

Horticulture business
Management Tourism business

EV charger
E-ferry
HBr Battery

Private household with EV Demand for EV charging
charger
EV charger operator
Demand for EV charging
Ferry operator
Demand for E-ferry charging
Battery operator
Charging and discharging

Shift of demand at peak hours
Type 3
Shift of demand at peak hours
Type 3
Supply electric flexibility during peak hours and Type 3
recharging at lower hours

Table 1. Norwegian lighthouse prosumers

The prosumers in Norway are mostly Type 3 since they supply and purchase electric flexibility. The Italian lighthouse called these prosumers “flexible users”. [6]
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2.2. OUTLINE OF GIFT PROSUMERS
On the demonstration site Hinnøya island cluster, the aim is to deploy several innovative technical solutions
from different solution providers in order to test the flexibility market. As mentioned before, these solutions
include Energy Management Systems for businesses, EV chargers, e-ferry and a HBr energy storage battery.
They will be connected to an Energy Management System (EMS) and communicate with the GIFT trading
platform (VPS) via a Flex Agent (FA). They will offer their available electric flexibility to match the
requirements by the grid observability tools.

Figure 2. Interaction between the GIFT solutions

This diagram shows how trading of flexibility takes place in the GIFT project. The Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
works as a facilitator of communication and gathers information about weather, energy supply and demand,
price prediction and establishes a need for flexibility together with the grid observability system. The grid
observability system continuously monitors the state of the grid and detects and estimates both current and
future potential threats. These threats could be voltage issues, reliability of the operation or supply of energy
to the end customer. If the grid observability system estimates or detects any threats that could be solved
by acquiring flexibility, it communicates with the VPS and ask for trading of flexibility in the relevant areas of
the grid.
The VPS works as automatic trading platform who communicates with both the grid observability system and
the EMS via the FA. The FA is required to establish communication between the prosumer’s EMSs and the
VPS. The FA acquires flexibility requests form the grid observability system and flexibility offers from the
EMS. It then matches the requests and offers and requires the activation of the flexibility potential from the
EMS. The EMS is a system implemented at the final customers for optimisation of energy consumption and/or
production. The system provides information to the VPS about current and planned operation, and about the
potential flexibility available in individual time period in the future. In the GIFT project, the EMS will be used
in different circumstances such as for businesses, EV chargers, E-ferry and HBr battery. These will, within the
GIFT project, be defined as prosumers when they, through the EMS, offer flexibility to the grid.
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The term xEMS is a general term used when the type of prosumer using the EMS is not specified. This means
that xEMS is used as a collective concept for all EMSs no matter who the prosumer is. If the prosumer
connected to the EMS is a business and that should be specified for the EMS, it would be called a factory EMS
or FEMS. This also applies to the other prosumers. If the EMS is connected to a e-ferry it is called an e-ferry
EMS, if connected to an EV charger it is called an EVC-EMS and the battery will have an EMS called BEMS.
The EMS does the same tasks of acquiring information and communicating whit the VPS no matter what
prosumer it is connected to. The difference is that they might not complete these tasks in the exact same
way. Because of this, there is a need for a common communication protocol. This protocol is called xEMS
communication protocol and is implemented in the Flex Agent (FA) towards the VPS. The FA is either installed
on the dedicated hardware or can be used via a cloud storage solution. The main function of the FA is to
gather data about available flexibility from the xEMS and handle the exchange whit the VPS to ensure proper
execution of the trade. This means that the FA will get information about available flexibility, includes a price,
and sends that to the VPS as a Flex-Offer. In response it receives response from the VPS and tells the EMS
what flexibility should be executed at which time.
As mentioned, four solutions will be implemented on the Norwegian demonstration site. Prosumers are
categorised according to these solutions.
2.2.1.

Factory Energy Management System (FEMS) prosumers
Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging prosumers
E-ferry prosumer
HBr battery prosumer
FEMS prosumers

Factory Energy Management System consists of a software and hardware components or software
components in case of advanced control systems at prosumer. Hardware components are installed at the
prosumers location and are connected to the existing devices. The software enables generation of electric
flexibility through the devices based on the periodic and current operation. The available flexibility of the
devices connected are aggregated and sent as a flexibility offer through the FA to the VPS where it is matched
and traded with demands from the grid side to the VPS. FEMS can be connected directly to the prosumers
existing control system or devices directly.

Figure 3. FEMS architecture

The FEMS system is designed for industrial and commercial prosumers. Because it was designed for
businesses, only commercial prosumers were identified for this solution within the GIFT project. The system
is suitable for various types of electrical processes as a whole and devices like freezers, heat pumps, electrical
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heating, boilers, air conditioners and other devices. To be connected to FEMS, the device needs to be able to
provide flexibility. Therefore, devices with some kind of energy storage (virtual in the processes or explicit –
reservoirs) like boilers, heat pumps and freezers are the most suitable devices.
The energy flexibility will occur when one of these devices increases or reduces its operation by turning the
device on/off, changing operation power (70%, 50%, 30%, etc.) or by simply shifting the operation in time.
The commercial prosumers that were targeted by the demonstration site in the Hinnøya island cluster, are
as follows:
-

Fish farms
Horticulture business
Farms
Schools and kindergartens
Tourism companies (motels, hotels etc.)
Grocery stores
Wholesale companies

Their acquisition process and their technical profiles are detailed in the following sections.
2.2.2.

EV charges prosumers

In the case of the GIFT electrical vehicle charging system, the flexibility is offered by each individual charging
session whose load is shifted from peak hours to off-peak hours to release the stress on the distribution grid.
Therefore, the GIFT EV charging system represents a flexible load that can be controlled in a wide power
range.
The EV charging system consists of two main components subject of development within the GIFT project:
charging station and Charge Point Management System (CPMS).
The charging station is an electromechanical and IT equipment that contains of one or two charge
points (dependent on the type of the station) and enables electrical connection with EVs and delivery
of electric energy to EV batteries. IT equipment serves for control of charging process, for
communication with external components and for interaction with EV users (user ID, departure time
– the time when the user intends to disconnect the EV).
The Charge Point Management System (CPMS) is an IT suite intended for monitoring, control and
management of EV charging infrastructure. CPMS controls the charging sessions and supports the
charging system operator in its business activities: charging stations monitoring and control,
acquisition of users’ data (via smartphone or the EV charger interface), management of EV users’
contracts and charging authorization, billing reporting, asset management and maintenance support,
system configuration etc.
By means of a dedicated Electric Vehicle Charging Energy Management System (EVC-EMS) the EV charging is
integrated with GIFT system and becomes a prosumer by being able to adapt the charging load to operational
conditions in the grid. The EVC-EMS functionalities can be implemented for home (private) charging,
semiprivate charging (company fleet, employees) or public charging. The EVC-EMS communicates with the
charging stations and processes information received from the EV users. Based on the data entered by the
EV users (including arrival and departure time), the EVC-EMS determines the charging schedules and
calculates the parameters of flexibility offers to be communicated (via Flex Agent interface) to GIFT flexibility
trading platform (VPS). The required EV charging load schedule, received via FA interface, is again processed
by the EVC-EMS, which distributes the required load to individual charging sessions. Finally, the calculated
load schedules are forwarded to charging stations. In a “simple scenario”, with only one charging station
installed at prosumer, the EVC-EMS functionality is integrated with CPMS (developed by ETREL). The EVC-
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EMS functionalities can be implemented for home (private) charging, semiprivate charging (company fleet,
employees) or public charging.

Figure 4. EV Charging system architecture – Simple scenario

In a “complex scenario”, several charging stations are installed at prosumer. In this case, each flexibility offer
covers several technological processes (charging sessions); in addition, the required load schedule, received
via FA interface, must be distributed among several charging sessions, with consideration of charging needs,
expressed by each EV user. Consequently, the complexity of charging load algorithms increases. In this
scenario, the EVC-EMS functionalities, including communication with FA, are executed by an independent
module (developed by TRIALOG), which is separated from CPMS. To enable merging of business and load
management processes, individual charging stations communicate with CPMS (related to business processes:
authorisation of charging, reporting of charging parameters needed for billing) and with EVC-EMS (exchange
of data needed for charging load management).
Two actors play a crucial role in ensuring that the EV charging system is operational and a prosumer can act
on the GIFT flexibility market:
-

2.2.3.

The charging point operator (CPO) who owns, distributes and manages physical stations that can be
used to charge the EVs and connected to the EVC-EMS
The E-mobility Service Provider (EMSP) that provide EV drivers with access to the network of charging
stations, sends invoices etc.
E-Ferry prosumer

As in the case of the EV-charging system, the E-ferry is expected to be a prosumer by offering electric
flexibility during an individual charging session which is shifted during peak hours to release the stress on the
distribution grid. The e-ferry charger is triggered by the ferry on arrival on the portside installation. The
charger communicates with the ferry onboard control system which manages the local energy management
and battery management system. The ferry control system will usually be proprietary and exists within a
closed system.
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Figure 5. fEMS architecture

The e-ferry charger has two states:
• The ferry charger is activated/online and connected to the grid
• The ferry charger is deactivated and do not contribute with any load to the grid
The GIFT e-ferry EMS (fEMS) service communicates with the ferry charger through an interface that is
prepared for the specific equipment used for charging the ferry. The equipment consists of physical
installation. fEMS is part of a middleware service that identifies the need for energy flexibility and
generates a flexibility offer. The flexibility offer is based on the timetable of the ferry and is adapted to
intervals that are larger than 15 minutes. Also, other parameters are used to specify demand/request
based on the physical configuration of the ferry, specification of portside capabilities of the grid and
charger system, as well as onshore and onboard battery size.
The fEMS service generates flexibility which is sent to the GIFT Flex Agent that handles the remaining
trading with the GIFT VPS control center.
2.2.4.

HBr battery prosumer

The hydrogen bromide battery (HBr battery) is one of the greenest and one of the most innovative energy
storage solutions on the market. The initial TRL in GIFT is 6 and it is to be developed during GIFT to TRL 8 and
Generation 4. A 50 kW and 200 kWh modules battery are promised to be installed in the Hinnøya island
cluster, although it is announced to be downgraded to 20 kW - 200 kW by the end of the project.
The battery will be installed with a Battery Management System (BMS) that will be taking care of all the
internal items of the battery like sensors and safety features and will also communicate with a Flex Agent
(FA). This FA will enable communication between the battery and the VPS. Through the FA the VPS will send
flexibility schedules for realization to the battery BMS and will get information from the BMS about the status
of the battery like the state of charge. The FA is also needed so the VPS can communicate when the battery
should discharge or recharge its energy and how much which is something the battery cannot do by its own.
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Figure 6. HBr battery BMS and EMS architecture

The HBr battery as a prosumer offers two types of flexibility. The flexibility is offered when it charges,
discharges and this flexibility offers both electric flexibility and time flexibility. This way the battery can for
example provide this flexibility when the energy consumption locally is high, like in the morning and evening.
During the night, when energy consumption is lower, the battery could be charging. This means that the
battery will wait to charge until the consumption is lower (thus providing time flexibility). This will support
“shaving the peaks” in the distribution grid. The deployment of a battery should be both cost and time
efficient compared to the conventional upgrading of the grid. In the case of the Norwegian demonstration
site, the islands of Grytøya, Bjarkøya and Sandsøya are connected to the main gird on the Hinnøya island via
a radial consisting of 2 submarine cables. Grytøya is one of the areas in Harstad municipality with the greatest
grid challenges due to long radial high voltage network. Successful flexibility management of the network
through GIFT could help push the need for investment in the gird so that business development is not
hindered.
In order for the HBr battery to be a prosumer, it has to be operated by an actor. In Norway, the DSO cannot
operate the battery if it is for commercial purposes. Therefore, the identified operator for the battery is HLK
Kunde, the customer branch of HLK.
2.3. ACQUISITION STRATEGY
This sub-section will explain the prosumer acquisition strategy in the Hinnøya island cluster. As the previous
sub-section, the strategy is described following the solutions that are developed in GIFT.
2.3.1.

FEMS prosumers

Two main steps were taken to acquire the FEMS prosumers:
• Identification of 34 potential commercial prosumers in Grytøya and of a GIFT ambassador and of 10
industrials prosumers in Hinnøya
• Definition of criteria for final selection of prosumers
As described in the introduction, the Hinnøya island cluster includes the islands of Hinnøya, Grytøya, Bjarkøya
and Sandsøya. The demonstration site used the following criteria to map prosumers on these islands:
-

Type of activity: only prosumers with a commercial profile (businesses)
Type of prosumer device that can connect to FEMS to provide flexibility: electrical heating, warm
pump, water pump, electric freezers etc.
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-

-

Consumption of electricity: in order to ensure that the prosumer has an impact on the grid by
participating in the flexibility market, only prosumer with consumptions above 20 000 kW/year were
identified;
Prosumer profile: only prosumers that have a more innovation-prone profile were mapped;
GIFT 5 main specific objectives: in order to ensure that the prosumers selected are in line with most
of these objectives and associated KPIs, mentioned in Section 1.3.

Based on these criteria, 11 prosumers out of 44 (10 on the Grytøya island and 1 on the Hinnøya island) were
selected for the final stage of the recruitment which required project documentation. Their individual profiles
will be further detailed in Section 3.1.
2.3.2.

EV charger prosumers

The first step taken by the Norwegian demonstration site in the acquisition process of the EV charging station
was the identification of a location to install it. In order to identify a location/an owner for the EV charging
system, a study on EV charger needs in the Hinnøya island cluster was made.
The study showed that the demand for electric vehicle chargers in Harstad is increasing from year to year.
The figure below illustrates the number of electrical cars used for personal transport that was sold in Harstad
over the last ten years according to the National Statistical Institute of Norway. The number of cars sold was
zero in 2010 and has increased to 647 cars in 2019.

Table 2. Number of sold EV cars in Harstad 2010 - 2019

This trend can be seen all over Norway. According to the Norwegian Government, 43% of all new cars sold
was electric cars in 2019. [7] This high penetration of electric cars in Norway is explained by a combination
of government taxation rules and incentives. A report from 2017 [8] written by the Norwegian Electric Vehicle
Association has looked at the experiences with charging infrastructure in Norway. The study shows that tax
breaks at time of purchase in combination with a high purchase tax (on average around NOK 95 000 for diesel
and petrol cars) on passenger cars in Norway makes electric vehicles able to compete on price. In addition,
the exemption from toll roads is a very strong economic incentive, as Norway has quite a few toll stations
around cities and on highways. Some of these incentives were initially running up to the end of 2020 but they
have recently been extended for two more years. [9]
A survey ran by the same study shows that electric car users prefer to charge the car at home, given the low
price of electricity in Norway. The research ran in the GIFT project, reinforced these findings. Most of the
owners of EV cars on the Hinnøya island cluster, already have a home charger and do not feel an immediate
need to have public ones. The study also showed that most users use normal household sockets and not a
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home charging unit, which constitutes a fire hazard. This gives a clear indication that more home and public
chargers will be needed on the island in the near future, although the users do not see the need for it yet.
Based on this analysis, the deployment of the GIFT EV charging system will be on the Grytøya island, which
is part of the Hinnøya island cluster. The island does not have any public chargers installed and most EV car
users charge the car from their home sockets. Furthermore, this location was also in line with Harstad
Municipality’s strategy to commit to using electrical vehicles for the transportation of its employees. [10] This
is why it was decided to install two charging points in front of a school (which belongs to Harstad Municipality)
and one home charger at an EV user’s household on the island. Further details about the two prosumers will
be given in Section 3.1.
2.3.3.

E-ferry prosumer

As for the other GIFT solutions, the identification of a location for the e-ferry was the first step taken.
Norway is one of the world’s most intensive maritime-travel intense nations. At the same time, Norway has
as a strategy to reduce CO2 emissions by 50% by 2030. According to a study, up to 1.5 M of CO2-eqv.
emissions can be avoided between 2021-2030 if measures are being taken in the speed boats and ferry
sector. [11] This is why Norway has been recently investing more and more in finding sustainable solutions
for this type of transportation. The electrification of the transportation sector is key in striving to achieve this
target. Indeed, the first full electrical passenger-car ferry was launched in Norway on October 2019. [12] The
ferry was built by Remontowa Shipbuilding and operated by one of the biggest operators in Norway, Norled.
Earlier this year, the same company launched a second electric ferry. Oslo announced its first electrical ferry
to be running and available in 2021. They will operate the busy routes from the pier by Oslo City Hall to the
Oslofjord islands, which are popular with locals and tourists, especially in the summer months. [13]
As the electrification is in full swing in the South of Norway, electrical ferries are also planned by the County
administration in bigger cities in Northern Norway. The GIFT project’s ambition is to pilot one of the first eferries in the region and integrate it in the flexibility market as a prosumer.
The ports of Stornes-Bjørnerå located at Hinnøya and Grytøya respectively were chosen because of the
geographical properties, location, distribution grid and local policies. Firstly, the two ports receive power
form the grid only from a sea-bed cable carrying 22 kV. It is therefore interesting to test in this particular area
grid solutions like energy flexibility. Furthermore, the route 3.4 km route is part of a larger transport hub
consisting of other smaller islands which are all part of the Hinnøya island cluster and are situated at the
outskirts of the Harstad city such as: Grytøya, Bjarkøya, Sandsøya, Helløya, Flatøya and Krøttøya and many
even smaller islands. The route is also relevant to achieve GIFT’s Specific Objective 3 “Develop synergies
between the electricity, heating, cooling, water and, transport networks” due to the synergies that will be
developed between transportation networks (3 EV chargers will be installed in Grytøya) and the electricity
and heating control systems of the two schools and kindergarten in Grytøya.
Last but not least, interest in the project from the local DSO and willingness to participate from the
municipality, the Troms Finnmark County and ferry owners also played an important part in choosing the
location. It is actually the County of Troms and Finnmark that is responsible for the electric ferry strategy.
The Municipality only has a very limited role in decision-making. This is why reaching the initial objective of
the Norwegian demonstration site to pilot the first electrical ferry in this region, is highly depended on the
political decision-making and strategy of the County of Troms and Finnmark.
Throughout the first phase of the project, the demonstration site managers have been closely collaborating
with the County in order to make sure that the objectives are being achieved. The result of this collaboration
points into the direction that a physical e-ferry will most likely not be deployed on the chosen route and
during the GIFT duration time. The project’s timeline does not align with the County of Troms and Finnmark’s
e-ferry strategy in the region. Nevertheless, GIFT will provide with all the necessary documentation and tools
in order for the ferry to be deployed, even if it will be after the project will end. Data will be used from other
existing e-ferry specifications and simulated for the Stornes-Bjørnerå route.
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2.3.4.

HBr battery prosumer

As in the EV charging system’s case, the Norwegian demonstration site managers first identified a location to
install the HBr battery storage. Given the most recent design and capacity of the HBr battery, several
locations were considered at the initial stage of the project. But due to its rather large size (around 100m2)
and safety constraints, it was decided to install the battery on the eastern part of Grytøya on a land owned
by Harstad Municipality. The location also corresponds with the DSO needs as an HLK substation is situated
in the vicinity of this land.
In parallel to the identification of a location, a mapping and analysis of regulations and permits that apply to
this type of battery at the local, regional, national and European level was done. The main ones are described
in the table below:
Level

Entity in charge

Legislation

Conclusion

European

European
Commission

Seveso III Directive The Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection
regarding quantities (DSB) concluded that it is not applicable
of Br2 and H2

Local

Municipality

Planog The Municipality concluded that as long as the
bygningsloven
battery is built on the DSO’s concession, only a
(Building permit)
dispensation of building permit is needed.

National

Directorate for Civil Regulations of 8
Protection (DSB)
June 2009 relating
to the handling of
flammable, reactive
and
pressurised
substances
including requisite
equipment
and
installations

Regional

Troms
County

National

The
Norwegian
Water
Resources
and
Energy
Directorate (NVE)

This is the main Norwegian regulation on the
handling of hazardous substances. Elestor will
look at rule compliance and will execute
HAZOP and LOPA studies. Also the legislation
also highly recommends to execute a QRA risk
assessment before local placement

Finnmark Regulation
The County concluded that there is no need to
concerning
new apply for this permit since the battery is on the
buildings
100m DSO’s concession.
from the shore
Ownership
of
batteries by the
DSO for commercial
purposes

According to NVE, the DSO cannot own the
battery for commercial purposes, only for grid
purposes. An exemption can be asked to NVE
for the project purpose and length.

Table 3. Legislation and permits for the HBr battery

2.4. ENGAGEMENT PLAN
The prosumer engagement plan consists of two main components: the communication plan and the
incentives for prosumers. These two are detailed in this section.
Prosumer communication plan
The demonstration site established a communication plan with prosumers and adapted it to local reality. In
that respect, different communication tools were used:
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Individual calls with all final selected prosumers at different times of the project, either to update or
obtain information for FEMS and EV chargers project documentation
Three Collective meetings and several individual meetings with FEMS prosumers that focused on
presenting the GIFT project and the site’s expectations
On-site visits of a selected number of prosumers to identify the appropriate load and obtain technical
information for FEMS and EV-chargers
Workshop with a local communication agency to adapt the communication to the prosumers identified
in the Hinnøya island cluster
Monthly calls with GIFT solutions providers to discuss progress and technical documentation
Calls and meetings with the the County of Troms and Finnmark’s to discuss and align the e-ferry strategy
and specifications
Internal meetings with the customer department of HLK to define prosumer incentives
Examples of the tools used during these meetings and workshops are attached in the Appendix of this
document.
Prosumer incentives
In order to ensure that more prosumers join the GIFT project, several incentives were discussed and analysed.
Norway has one of the highest consumptions of electricity per capita in the world. The reason for this is that
the distribution grid is well developed and the price for electricity is low (14.4 øre per kWh according to the
SSB). Electricity prices are low in Norway because 93% [2] of the electricity produced is from hydropower
that is renewable and cheap to produce. In June and November 2020, the price for purchasing electricity
went negative and it rarely happens in Norway since it is easy to regulate how much electricity is produced
with hydropower.
However, the consumption of energy is increasing in the transport sector due to several incentives designed
by the government to encourage Norwegians to choose an environmentally friendly way of transport. In
their plan for transportation from 2018, the government stated a goal of having zero emission public
transport by 2030. This includes busses, trains and ferries for both vehicle and passenger transport. To reach
these goals all new tenders for ferries must include zero emission transportation. The share of electrical
vehicles for both personal and public transportation is expected to increase in the years to come, which will
require more from the power grid.
The DSO has a monopoly on the distribution grid in the area they operate and can set the grid tariff. The
income of the DSO is therefore strictly regulated by the Norwegian water resources and energy directorate
(NVE). NVE setts strict rules for how much income the DSO can accumulate each year from grid tariff. This
means that investing in upgrading the grid might result in expenses they will not get back from grid tariff.
Running the existing grid more efficiently is therefore sought after.
The customer must pay the grid tariff to the DSO no matter which power supplier they have a contract whit.
This means that it is in the best interest for both the DSO and the customers that the distribution grid is
running as efficiently as possible. This encourages the customer to cooperate whit the DSO to run the grid
efficiently. If the DSO can avoid big investments in upgrading the grid, the customer would avoid a larger grid
tariff. However, since electricity is cheap in Norway, customers in general are not aware of the fact that this
can impact their electricity bills. If the customer is more aware of when they use electricity, they could help
the DSO to avoid upgrading the grid.
The conclusion is that the reality of the electricity market in Norway and the lack of a business model for the
flexibility market does not incentivise consumers (at least for the moment) to become prosumers. It was
therefore quite challenging to convince prosumers to be part of the GIFT project. The incentives that worked
the most were:
-

Being part in developing the local community
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-

Contributing to the Green Shift
Being part of an innovation project
Use new technology

3. RESULTS
This section will describe the technical profile of the selected prosumer as well as an estimation of their
flexibility potential.
3.1. TECHNICAL PROFILE OF PROSUMERS
3.1.1.

FEMS prosumers

Different type of information was required by the FEMS provider (INEA) from the selected prosumers in order
to be able to configure the FEMS system, the connectivity and communication protocol between the system
and the prosumer and the prosumer’s potential in terms of flexibility offer. The potential flexibility is
estimated by calculating the energy consumption, for how long the operation can be altered and for how
long the operation is running. With this calculation we can estimate how much flexibility could be available
during an hour or a day.
11 prosumers were selected and analysed on the Hinnøya island cluster as follows:
1) Fish farm
The fish farm that has been identified as a possible prosumer in this project is located offshore outside
Grytøya and is one of the biggest fish farm companies in the region. Fish farming is a big industry in Norway,
and especially salmon farming. A lot of the salmon farmed in Norway is exported to all over the world.
Feeding of the salmon is done by an electrical machine and the flexibility they can provide comes from
altering the time the fish is fed.
If the feeding can be altered by half an hour, the estimated flexibility potential is 75 kWh a day.
2) Horticulture business
The horticulture main business is growing different kinds flowers which they sell on Grytøya, but as well in
Harstad and the surrounding area. The horticulture has several greenhouses that are used for growing the
flowers. Within these greenhouses there are necessary equipment like lighting and heating to make sure the
flowers can grow even throughout the polar nights and cold temperatures in wintertime. These devices
consume a lot of energy, but since they are crucial to the operation of the business it can be limited how long
and when they can be turned off. Some flowers only need ten hours of light every day, and the time of day
when the lights are on can be altered, but its preferable to have them on during workhours. The electrical
heating on the other hand needs to be on when the lights are off to prevent the temperature from dropping.
In its existing state the lighting is controlled by a computer which could be connected to a FEMS.
The estimated flexibility available is dependent on which flowers are being grown but it can be estimated to
735 kWh per day if the lights can be turned off for 14 hours every day.
3) School 1
This school is also located at Grytøya and has a boiler for providing heat to the school that has been identified
as a potential prosumer within the project. Although it’s a boiler with a large consumption, the potential
flexibility it could provide is limited during daytime. All pupils on Grytøya go to this school so the temperature
cannot fluctuate to much during school hours.
That being said it could be turned off for short amounts of time and could provide from 1350 kWh of flexibility
every day at full effect.
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4) School 2
As the municipality is a part of the project, both schools located at Grytøya has been identified as potential
prosumers in the project. This school could provide flexibility through a boiler that is used for heating the
building. This school is not much in use anymore since all pupils now go to school 1. This boiler could be
connected to the FEMS and often provide flexibility when needed since the school is not in much use
anymore.
The boiler could provide 1080 kWh of flexibility every day if it runs on full effect all day.
5) Farmer 1
On this farm both cows and pigs are raised for their meat as well as milk from the cows. The cows are located
in a barn close to the farmhouse where they are milked and taken care of. In the farmhouse the farmer has
a heat pump. This heat pump could be used for flexibility in the project because it is running day and night
on a steady temperature. This heat pump could be turned off without the temperature dropping for up to
half an hour, depending on the temperature outside.
The flexibility that could be gained are not much with only one heat pump but is expected to be 4,2 kWh
every day if it runs on full effect all day, which is unlikely.
6) Local grocery store
The local grocery store on Grytøya is a small store with the necessary goods. This store is important to the
local community because without it the alternative would be to take the ferry to Harstad to get grocery. The
store operates freezers inside the store to keep food frozen until customers buy. In its current state the
grocery store keeps the freezers on day and night even though the store estimates that they could be turned
off for about an hour and a half without damaging the contents. The flexibility that could be gained from this
prosumer is currently in progress.
7) Kindergarten
The kindergarten is newer that the schools and has electrical heating cables in the floors. All the cables are
controlled via a computer system that could be connected whit a FEMS. The cables are divided in to ten zones
and each zone can be controlled by the computer system individually. This means that not all the cables have
to be turned off at once if flexibility is needed, but only a couple of zones could be turned off. The eating is
needed during work hours when the kindergarten is in use, but it could be turned off for short amounts of
time.
The potential flexibility provided by the heating cables is 216 kWh a day dependent on how long it can be
turned off during the day.
8) Farmer 2
This farm primary’s business is raising sheep and sale of the meat and wool from the sheep. The meat is kept
frozen until it is sold to the customer. The freezers containing the meat are currently turn on all the time as
long as they are needed. The freezers that are in use could be turn off for some time without spoiling the
meat if the temperature does not drop significantly like if they are being opened a lot. This could be
countered with a safety feature where the freezer is tuned on automatically if the temperature drops below
a set temperature.
The farm has six freezers all together and their estimated electric flexibility available is only 1.4 kWh every
day.
9) Farmer 3
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This farm is growing strawberries which they sell on Grytøya and the surrounding area around Harstad. In
the farmhouse there are two heat pumps that has potential for flexibility. One of them are located inside the
farmhouse and is the only source of heat inside. This means that it cannot be turned off for long amounts of
time when its cold outside. The other one is located in the garage where the temperature is not as important
and can be turned off for longer.
The potential flexibility from both heat pumps is estimated to 8,1 kWh every day if the heat pumps uses their
full effect all day, which is highly unlikely.
10) Tourism
This farm has their primary business based around horses. They offer a range of activities like taking care of
the animals at the farm, riding horses and experiencing the nature both on foot and on boat. They also offer
accommodation for guests that is staying for several days. The loads that were defined as available for
flexibility from this prosumer is a heat pump and a boiler. Both these devices are running constantly even if
the building they are installed in is not in use.
The flexibility that can be offered is highly dependent on how much the building are used. If the building is
not used much the potential flexibility can be estimated to 12,8 kWh every day.
11) Wholesaler
The wholesaler is located on Hinnøya and sells both food and drink products to catering companies, canteens,
restaurants, hotels and the public sector. They have a large storage building where they store dry, chilled and
frozen foods as well as fruits and vegetables. They deliver food and drinks all over the northern part of
Norway and to offshore clients. Due to their varied selection of goods they have big coolers and freezers
where they store their goods. These coolers and freezers are powered by electricity and is running all the
time to keep the desired temperature. The desired temperature is between an upper and lower limit, which
means that the temperature can alter a bit between these limits. This means that there is an interesting
potential for flexibility. When the temperature is close to the lower limit, the freezer could be turned off as
long as it is turned on again before the upper limit it reached. This is the case for both the cooler and the
freezers.
The estimated flexibility for the cooler is 240 kWh every day. In the case of the freezer the estimation is 936
kWh a day.
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Number

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Fish feeding system
Lights
Boiler
Boiler
Heat pump
Freezer
Electric heating
Freezer
Heat pump
Heat pump
Cooler
Freezer

Power Meter
kW
Measur.
150
yes
52,5
yes
225
yes
180
yes
1,4
yes
TBC
yes
36
yes
0,9
yes
2,7
yes
1,95
yes
50
yes
78
yes

Time
%
4%
58 %
25 %
25 %
25 %
TBC
25 %
50 %
25 %
30 %
20 %
50 %

Availability
%
50 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
50 %
TBC
100 %
13 %
50 %
92 %
100 %
100 %

Energy
kWh/h (average)
kWh/day
3,13
75
30,63
735
56,25
1350
45,00
1080
0,18
4,2
0,00
0
9,00
216
0,06
1,4
0,34
8,1
0,54
12,87
10,00
240
39,00
936

Action

AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO
AS / AO

Table 4. Estimated flexibility for FEMS prosumers

Legend:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Number: Sequentil number
Name: A load, an on-site electrical production unit name
Power
o Kw: Adaptation power of the load
o Measurements: Adaptation power sould be measured
Time: Ratio of technical requirement how long the process can operate whit load turned off. Example: If the load is turned off 40 min/h, then ratio is
40/60=66%
Availablitity: Ratio how long the load is available per day for opperation. How many hours does it operate per day. If something opprates 8 hours a day
8/24=33%
Energy: Adaptation energy of the load, the on-site electrical production unit per hour, per day.
Action: Action which changes the adaptetion power of the load, on-site electrical production unit.
AO: Automatic switch off: a load is automatically switch off.
AS: Automatic switch on: a load is automatically switch on.
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3.1.2.

EV Charger prosumers

After the locations of the EV charging points were decided, the project team and the solution provider further
collaborated to:
•
•
•
•

Identify the type of EV charging stations;
Configure the EVC-EMS;
Calculate the flexibility potential for each prosumer;
Identify the relevant actors that operate the system, mainly the CPO and EMSP.

Based on the different exchanges and findings, it was decided to install three EV charging points in Grytøya:
one private EV charger of 7.2 kW and two public AC chargers of 7.2 kW.
•

One private EV charger of 7.2 kW

One ETREL INCH PRO EV wallbox [14] of 7,2kW single-phase will be installed at a household in Grytøya. The
EVC-EMS has a simple system architecture (as described in Section 2.2) with only one charge point installed
at prosumer level, which is at the same time the only controllable load in prosumer’s network.
The prosumer will be charging his car on a daily basis, depending on the trips to Harstad city centre. The load
flexibility can vary between 0 kW and maximum achievable charging load of 7,2 kW (depending on the EV
on-board charger) during the entire time the EV is connected to charging station. Within this flexibility range,
the charging load can be modified within seconds.
•

Two single public 22 kW public AC charger

As indicated previously, the market study concluded that two charging points (ETREL INCH PRO [15]) will be
necessary in front of the school. Although the chargers have a maximum charging capacity of 22kW, they will
only be used at the power of 7,4 kW because of the Norwegian grid infrastructure that does not support
three-phase charging.
This EV charging system will be mainly used by the school’s employees and by a Harstad Municipality
employee. In this case, the EVC-EMS requires a special module developed by TRIALOG dedicated for load
control of several charge points installed at the prosumer level. The EVC-EMS distributes the charging power
to individual charging sessions in a fair, non-discriminatory way considering the EV user’s needs.
In order for the EV user to be able to offer flexibility, identification will be required as well as the arrival and
departure time. It is expected for the users to be plugged in during working hours 7am – 3:30 PM and to drive
an average of 30 km per day. It is also assumed that their vehicles have 32 A on-board chargers. Given their
profile, are rough estimation of the potential offered flexibility is:
1. During first hour (7:30 – 8:30): + 14,8 kW, - 0 kW
2. During second and all other hours: + 0 kW, - 14,8 kW
3. Additional constraint (treated by VPS algorithms when allocating flexibility orders): delivered
energy till 15:00 is 14,8 kWh
To be noted that flexibility offers are calculated in terms of power delta compared to the default schedule.
Also to be noted that flexibility data are presented in terms of total achievable load (load magins), not as
a difference between total achievable load and default schedule.
As mentioned in section 2.2, two actors play a crucial role in ensuring that the EV charging system is
operational and a prosumer in the GIFT flexibility market: the CPO and the EMSP. The operator of the public
EV charging system is the customer branch of the DSO, called HLK Kunde. The operator will have a contract
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with each user and will be in charge of billing the user. The Municipality is not yet an EV charger operator in
Harstad and it is currently defining a local strategy for this market.
3.1.3.

E-Ferry prosumer

The flexibility of the e-ferry is pretty binary: the e-ferry is either charging, or it is not. Whatever flexibility can
be offered is when the e-ferry is connected to the charger in the dock. Because only then the electricity
consumption can be changed either by increasing consumption or by decreasing it for a certain time. In the
case of the Stornes-Bjørnerå route, only Stornes has a charger. Whenever the ferry arrives at Stornes, it needs
to have access to the grid’s capacity. Whenever it is not docked, the power grid is free to be managed
however it is necessary. The flexibility the ferry (or rather the charger) can offer is marked in yellow and green
in the table below. The column highlighted in yellow is the amount of time the flexibility can offered - which
is while the ferry is on a roundtrip between Stornes and Bjørnerå and the line highlighted in green is the
amount of electric flexibility offered by the ferry in one day.
time

time

time

time

time

kWh

kWh

kWh

kWh

kWh

time

Dep

Arr

Dep

Arr

Lay

Lay

Charg

Charg

Cons up to
dep

Cons up to
arr

Flex

Bjørnerå

Storne
s

Bjørnerå

Stornes

lengt
h

Storn Bjørne Bjørne Storn Bjørne Storn
es
rå
rå
es
rå
es

Weekdays
06:00

06:12

06:15 06:27

00:03

0,00

197,00

00:00

06:30

06:42

06:50 07:02

00:08 00:03

0,00

0,40

247,00

364,00 00:00

07:05

07:17

07:24 07:36

00:07 00:03

0,00

0,40

237,00

414,00 00:00

07:40

07:52

07:55 08:07

00:03 00:04

0,00

0,80

197,00

404,00 00:00

08:10

08:22

08:30 08:42

00:08 00:03

0,00

0,40

247,00

364,00 00:00

09:00

09:12

09:30 09:42

00:18 00:18

0,00

6,40

347,00

414,00 00:42

10:00

10:12

10:30 10:42

00:18 00:18

0,00

6,40

347,00

514,00 00:42

11:00

11:12

11:30 11:42

00:18 00:18

0,00

6,40

347,00

514,00 00:42

12:00

12:12

12:15 12:27

00:03 00:18

0,00

6,40

197,00

514,00 00:27

14:00

14:12

14:20 14:32

00:08 01:33

0,00

36,40

247,00

364,00 00:32

14:50

15:02

15:15 15:27

00:13 00:18

0,00

6,40

297,00

414,00 00:37

15:30

15:42

15:45 15:57

00:03 00:03

0,00

0,40

197,00

464,00 00:00

16:00

16:12

16:15 16:27

00:03 00:03

0,00

0,40

197,00

364,00 00:00

16:30

16:42

16:50 17:02

00:08 00:03

0,00

0,40

247,00

364,00 00:00

17:15

17:27

17:30 17:42

00:03 00:13

0,00

4,40

197,00

414,00 00:00

19:00

19:12

19:30 19:42

00:18 01:18

0,00

30,40

347,00

364,00 00:42

20:00

20:12

20:30 20:42

00:18 00:18

0,00

6,40

347,00

514,00 00:42

21:00

21:12

21:30 21:42

00:18 00:18

0,00

6,40

347,00

514,00 00:42

22:00

22:12

22:30 22:42

00:18 00:18

0,00

6,40

347,00

514,00 00:42

23:00

23:12

23:15 23:27

00:03 00:18

0,00

6,40

197,00

514,00 00:27
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13404,
40

06:33
Total
charging

13536, Total
40 consumption

364,00 00:00
8670,00

4866,
40

Table 5. Estimated flexibility for e-ferry

Energy flexibility can also be handled through flexible departure schedules for the ferry. The digital literacy
in Norway is high, and most travel logistics and ticketing solutions are already integrated on digital platforms.
Ferry-on-demand orders can therefore be placed outside of rush hour. By ordering tickets on your mobile
phone, the ferry operators can plan ahead when and which port passengers are waiting. Pickup point and
pickup time can also be adjusted to the local consumption profile in the area, thus reducing the load on the
grid. This can be communicated to the travellers and DSO, allowing for future planning.
The notion that a plugin e-ferry would introduce flexibility to the grid would also depend on the onboard
battery management as to how the e-ferry operator would schedule the minimum daily electrification level
of the ferry route. Thus, the net gain can be achieved due to load shifting instead of load reduction.
The onshore battery buffer can also be considered an extended part of the e-ferry’s ecosystem. The role of
turning the e-ferry into a prosumer can therefore instead be managed by the capacity of the onshore battery.
Having a battery with large enough capacity, can offer energy flexibility in terms of when it is recharged
outside of peak hours, and discharge to the e-ferry. This will assist in freeing up both onboard real estate and
weight. This alternative has yet to be explored and depends on considerations made by the DSO and ferry
owners.
These different flexibility scenarios will be further assessed in the upcoming months of the project.
Depending on which configuration and architecture is being selected, three different partners or
stakeholders will have to make preparations:
•

•

•
3.1.4.

The DSO will be responsible for upgrading the local distribution grid to provide the necessary effect.
This includes installing a substation near the port and ensuring it offers 420 V connection that are
suitable for fast charging the ferry. Ideally this also include upgrading from 1 phase to 3 phase
connection for future resale of excess energy at the end of the day. A battery buffer of 1 MW would
be sufficient to provide for at least 4 roundtrips between the islands, thereby allowing for the ferry
to recharge whenever it arrives portside without having to connect to the grid.
The County of Troms Finnmark will be responsible for upgrading the shoreside charger ensuring it
adheres to the latest standards and allows for communication with the onboard systems. This
includes other electrical installations portside that will influence the local energy consumption and
thus energy flexibility, such as EV chargers and the ferry ramp. As owners of the ferry, the County is
also responsible for the ferry configuration – including the degree of hybridisation and onboard
battery capacity.
The e-ferry operator will be in charge of the on-ferry EMS and battery
HBr battery prosumer

Based on the location and previous findings regarding permits and legislation, two main implementation
scenarios as feasible on the Norwegian demonstration site:
1) Scenario A: HBr battery is a prosumer and operated by HLK Kunde
2) Scenario B : HBr battery is a flexible asset and owned by the DSO
As described in the previous sections, the HBr battery can’t be owned by the DSO for commercial purposes.
In Scenario A, the HBr battery is a prosumer if the HLK customer branch is owner and operator or if the DSO
applies for an exemption to NVE for the project purpose. In this scenario, the HBr battery will directly
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contribute to the flexibility market by charging and discharging as described in Section 2.2. The load flexibility
can vary between 0 kW and maximum achievable capacity of 50kW.
In Scenario B, the HBr battery will be used as a component to strengthen the DSO’s grid and will be used as
a flexible asset in the grid. It is engaged in flexibility trading through VPS, provided the DSO has such cost
post structure for optimizing the operation of the grid.
These two scenarios will be analysed in the next steps of the project, although the DSO has showed interest
in Scenario B, given the low capacity of the battery.

4. NEXT STEPS
The D7.1 is the foundation for D7.2. Currently, prosumers engagement is based on the understanding of local
energy supply and demand context, and also the GIFT solutions. To reach our goals and to improve the
impact of the project, it is planned to do the following with regards to the task related to deployment in the
next phase of the project:
1) Periodic discussing with prosumers for updating the GIFT solutions and prosumers perspective on
GIFT.
2) Periodic updating the information to the GIFT solution providers according to the prosumers’
perspectives, focusing on technical understanding.
3) Periodic presenting the progress of GIFT to the local stakeholders
4) Preparing the documentation and procedure of deployment
The deployment for most GIFT solutions on the Hinnøya island cluster is expected during 2021 as described
in the roadmap below.

Figure 7. GIFT Roadmap and next steps
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6. APPENDIX
6.1.1.1.

Prosumer presentation in Norwegian
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6.1.1.2.

Prosumer communication in Norwegian
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6.1.1.3.

Prosumer participation form

Question/Topic

Answer

Purpose of the project

GIFT is an innovative project launched in 2019 that aims to
decarbonise the energy mix of European islands. Its objective is to
develop innovative systems to facilitate islands in integrating vast
amount of renewable energy sources, reducing their needs for
fossil fuel generation and relevant greenhouse gases emissions.

Project Funder

The project is co-funded by the European Commission and the
project partners.

Web page

https://www.gift-h2020.eu/

Timing

Project has started on 1.1.2019 and will run for 4 years. The
deployment process will start on 1.1.2021 and is planned to last 1
year. With 1.1.2022 the trial operation is planned to commence.
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The demonstration will last until 31.12.2022.
Partners

The demonstration will be organized by the following local
partners:
•

HLK, HAR, HAFEN and NTNU

Nature of participation

Participation is completely voluntary. The expected duration of
participation is 24 months with an option to continue for a further
two years. Participants may withdraw at any time.

Benefits of participation

Participants contribute to a local energy system based on
renewables and gain access to detailed data on their own energy
use; they also gain additional functionalities for better control of
their energy system. After the project, if the operation continues
into commercial operation, they may earn additional
income/lower their energy costs.

Data protection

According to the GDPR principles and industry best practices on IT
security.

Contact Person

A contact person will be presented for each demonstration case.
Data protection officer contact details will be made available.
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